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&lt;/lyrics&gt;

{{Translation|Japanese}}
==Romanized Japanese==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
Omoi egaku koto sae bokura wa wasureta yo
Hakidasu shousou no hi
Chiru wake wo sono wake wo

Tsutaetai koto sae bokura wa nakushita yo
Hakidasu shousou no hi
Chiru wake wo sono wake wo

Zetsubou no hate tsunaida te no
Wazuka ni ukanda kieta hazu no moyou
Gensou no hate genjou ni te wo
Toke nokoru kioku moyasu shin no jounetsu

Motome au yori atae au you ni
Bokura sashi noberu hi wo
Wakari au yori omoi au you ni
Todoke iroasenu eien no mama

Omoi egaku koto sae...
Nakushita imi wo
Kimi no sono wake wo

Zetsubou no hate tsunaida te no
Wazuka ni ukanda kieta hazu no moyou
Gensou no hate genjou ni te wo
Toke nokoru kioku moyasu shin no jounetsu

Kobore dasu yori afure dasu you ni
Kokoro terashi dasu hi wo
Wakari au yori omoi au you ni
Todoke iroasenu eien no mama

Motome au yori atae au you ni
Bokura sashi noberu hi wo
Wakari au yori omoi au you ni
Todoke iroasenu eien no mama
&lt;/lyrics&gt;
||

==English translation==
&lt;lyrics&gt;



We forgot to even imagine
The expelled anxiety's negation
For the scattered reason, for this reason

We lost even the things that wanted to be told
The expelled anxiety's negation
For the scattered reason, for this reason

The most remote point of despair in the linked hand
The pattern of intent that barely surfaced and disappeared
The most remote point of illusion through the present condition's hand
The memory that melts and remains; the true burning passion

Like asking each other rather than giving to each other
Through the light that extends us
Like understanding each other rather than thinking of each other
The unfaded eternity is delivered as is

Even to imagine...
For the lost meaning
For this is your reason

The most remote point of despair in the linked hand
The pattern of intent that barely surfaced and disappeared
The most remote point of illusion through the present condition's hand
The memory that melts and remains; the true burning passion

Like it begins to spill rather than overflow
Through the light that illuminates the heart
Like understanding each other rather than thinking of each other
The unfaded eternity is delivered as is

Like asking each other rather than giving to each other
Through the light that extends us
Like understanding each other rather than thinking of each other
The unfaded eternity is delivered as is
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